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(54) Electronic module for a gas meter

(57) The invention relates to a gas meter (1) com-
prising:
- a measuring module (3) through which a gas volume
flows,
- a mechanical module (4) comprising mechanical means
(4a) driven by the measuring module (3) for totalizing or
digitising the gas volume and passive encoding means

(4b) associated with the mechanical means (4a),

characterized in that the meter (1) further comprises
an electronic module (5) containing active elements (5a)
suitable for being electronically connected to the encod-
ing means (4b) and in that the electronic module (5) is
distinct from the mechanical module (4).
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Description

[0001] The present invention is related to a gas meter
for supplying gas to residences, office buildings and the
like, and more particularly to a gas meter including en-
coding means.
[0002] Natural gas is a well-known, clean, and rela-
tively inexpensive fuel source. As such, gas distribution
systems and gas meters have been widely installed in
various population centers throughout the industrialized
word.
[0003] In a conventional manner, a gas meter compris-
es a sealed external housing, a measurement module
placed inside the housing and a totalizer which is a me-
chanical module including wheels and which is placed
outside the housing which makes it possible to display
mechanically the volume measured by the measurement
module. A motion is typically transmitted by a drive train
to a counter which thus serves to display the quantity of
gas which has passed through the measuring module.
[0004] It is known to associate encoding means with
the mechanical means driven by the measuring module.
The encoding means provide an electronic relative to the
gas volume totalization and hence an electronic indica-
tion or display of the gas volume measurement is possi-
ble.
[0005] The main components used in electronics are
of two general types: passive (e.g. resistors and capac-
itors) and active (e.g. transistors and integrated circuits).
The main difference between active and passive com-
ponents is that active ones require to be powered in some
way to make them work. Active components can also be
used to amplify signals.
[0006] Previously, the active components are associ-
ated with the encoding means within the mechanical
module. The electronic sensing is therefore dependent
on the active electronics.
[0007] Such a gas meter suffers the shortcoming that
the mechanical module is metrologically sealed and
should not be open without recalibration. As the electron-
ics is within this sealed area any failures will mean that
the meter will need to be changed.
[0008] Other known solutions include picking up puls-
es from either a rotating disk within the mechanical mod-
ule or from a magnet in one of the wheels. These solutions
are however relative methods since a starting point for
the counting needs to be programmed. The disadvantage
is that the start value needs to be programmed correctly
and also any loss of power will loose counts.
[0009] Optical character recognition has also been
used with a camera external to the mechanical module
but this would require set up for the type of index and
rely on consistent reading conditions.
[0010] An object of the present invention is to provide
a gas meter in such a manner as to solve the above-
described problems.
[0011] The object mentioned above is accomplished
by a gas meter comprising:

- a measuring module through which a gas volume
flows,

- a mechanical module comprising mechanical means
driven by the measuring module for totalizing or dig-
itising the gas volume and passive encoding means
associated with the mechanical means,

[0012] According to the invention, the meter further
comprises an electronic module containing active ele-
ments suitable for being electronically connected to the
encoding means, the electronic module being distinct
from the mechanical module.
[0013] The passive encoding means can be inductive
detection means.
[0014] The mechanical means typically comprise at
least one gear wheel.
[0015] The encoding means preferably comprise one
passive sensor for each gear wheel.
[0016] The mechanical module is typically a sealed
module which is placed on a housing of the meter that
includes the measuring module.
[0017] The measuring module can comprise at least
one deformable membrane which separates two adja-
cent displacement measuring chambers.
[0018] Other features and advantages of the invention
will become apparent from the following description of
an embodiment of the invention given by way of a non-
limiting example only, and with reference to the accom-
panying drawings, in which:

- Figure 1 is a perspective view of a gas meter accord-
ing to the invention, and

- Figure 2 is a side cross-sectional view of the gas
meter.

[0019] As illustrated in figures 1 and 2, a gas meter 1
according to the invention comprises a gas tight housing
2 containing a measuring module 3, a sealed mechanical
module 4 that contains a mechanical totalizer or digitizer,
and a remote electronic module 5 that can be connected
to the housing 2 and disconnected from it.
[0020] When entering the gas meter 1 through a gas
inlet 1a, the gas is routed toward the measuring module
3. The measuring module 3 can typically comprise at
least one deformable membrane which separates two
adjacent displacement measuring chambers. The gas
whose volume is to be measured is injected into and
evacuated from the measuring chambers and causes the
membrane to move back and forth. Membrane motion is
transmitted by a drive gear, not shown, to the totalizer or
digitizer. The gas flows out of a gas outlet 1b of the meter
1.
[0021] The mechanical totalizer or digitizer includes a
set of gears 4a driven by the drive gear. A passive sensor
4b detects the angular position of one or all of the gears
4a and hence acts as a non-volatile memory of the
number of rotations that the gears 4a have made. For a
better accuracy, every gear 4a is equipped with a sensor
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4b, so that the position of all the gears 4a can be detected.
[0022] The passive sensor 4b is preferably based on
tuned antennas. Since this inductive detection device in-
cludes only capacitor based sensors for detecting the
rotary position of each wheel, no active components are
within the sealed mechanical module 4.
[0023] The remote electronic module 5 contains active
components 5a to treat numerically the signal coming
from the encoding means of the mechanical module 4.
The active components 5a are powered by a power
source 5b, such as a battery. When a reading electronics
is connected to the passive encoding means 4b, the dig-
itised value of the mechanical module 4 can be used for
processing, such as communication or datalogging. The
electronic module 5 can therefore be changed without
needing to change the mechanical module 4. The me-
chanical module 4 is hence equipped with a passive cir-
cuit 4b that can be driven to determine the absolute index
value of the mechanical register. The remote electronics
5 to determine the index value can hence be freely inter-
changed.
[0024] This has the advantages that the parts with low-
er reliability can be easily changed. Each wheel 4a is
read and so the reading would be an absolute reading,
no specific programming being required.
[0025] The technical advantage is that the measure-
ment is stable enough to read out the index drums without
calibration or specific active electronics. The lifetime of
the overall equipped meter is extended as there are only
passive components under the sealed section of the me-
ter. An absolute readout requires less configuration than
a relative reading. Moreover, the inductive pick-up meth-
od is very immune to tampering.
[0026] Last, the part that is shipped within the gas me-
ter is very low cost relative to other solutions that require
active electronics within the mechanical module.

Claims

1. Gas meter (1) comprising :

a measuring module (3) through which a gas
volume flows,
a mechanical module (4) comprising mechani-
cal means (4a) driven by the measuring module
(3) for totalizing or digitising the gas volume and
passive encoding means (4b) associated with
the mechanical means (4a),
characterized in that the meter (1) further com-
prises an electronic module (5) containing active
elements (5a) suitable for being electronically
connected to the encoding means (4b) and in
that the electronic module (5) is distinct from the
mechanical module (4).

2. Gas meter (1) according to claim 1, characterized
in that the passive encoding means (4b) are induc-

tive detection means (4b).

3. Gas meter (1) according to claim 1 or 2, character-
ized in that the mechanical means (4a) comprise at
least one gear wheel (4a).

4. Gas meter (1) according to claim 3, characterized
in that the encoding means (4b) comprise one pas-
sive sensor (4b) for each gear wheel (4a).

5. Gas meter (1) according to any one of claims 1 to 4,
characterized in that the mechanical module (4) is
a sealed module (4) which is placed on a housing
(2) of the meter (1) that includes the measuring mod-
ule (3).

6. Gas meter (1) according to any one of claims 1 to 5,
characterized in that the measuring module (3)
comprises at least one deformable membrane which
separates two adjacent displacement measuring
chambers.

Amended claims in accordance with Rule 137(2)
EPC.

1. Gas meter (1) comprising :

a measuring module (3) through which a gas
volume flows,
a mechanical module (4) that is a sealed module
(4) which is placed on a housing (2) of the meter
(1) that includes the measuring module (3), said
mechanical module (4) comprising at least one
gear wheel (4a) driven by the measuring module
(3) for totalizing or digitising the gas volume and
passive encoding means (4b) suitable for de-
tecting the angular position of one or all of the
at least one gear wheel (4a),
characterized in that the meter (1) further com-
prises a remote electronic module (5) containing
active elements (5a) suitable for treating numer-
ically the signal coming from the encoding
means (4b) and in that said remote electronic
module (5) can be connected to the housing (2)
and disconnected from it.

2. Gas meter (1) according to claim 1, characterized
in that the passive encoding means (4b) are induc-
tive detection means (4b).

3. Gas meter (1) according to claim 2, characterized
in that the encoding means (4b) comprise one pas-
sive sensor (4b) for each gear wheel (4a).
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